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Abstract
The aim of this study is to determine the differences between types and technological means by which Mexican
high school students perform cyberbullying. The effects to perform the role of aggressor and victim in the
traditional bullying were also established in the intensity of the reports of cyberbullying. It was used a random
cluster sampling with 278 students selected from four high schools, to which they were given two instruments
designed expressly for measuring the frequency of types of cyberbullying and the use of technological means for
its realization, as well as the frequency of bullying respectively. Results showed that denigration, harassment and
exclusion were reported significantly more strongly than the other types of cyberbullying, and that the most
frequently used technological medium were social networks. It was also found that performing the role of
aggressor (R2=.44) or victim (R2=.37) explained a significant portion of the variance of cyberbullying reports. It
was concluded that cyberbullying is a phenomenon that can take various forms and it is related in a complex way
with traditional bullying.
Keywords: cyberbullying, bullying, aggressor, victim
1. Introduction
In this study we addressed issues related to cyberbullying during adolescence, considering this stage of life is a
central moment in the construction of personal identity. Although there are several factors that contribute to the
adolescents’ psychosocial adaptation, it has been established that the relationships they maintain with their peers
are of particular importance for the development of their personality (Bradford & Bakken, 2011).
In most cases, the peer relationships during this stage of life represent opportunities for the development of
cognitive, emotional and social competences. However, sometimes these relationships become negative
experiences causing adverse effects on one or all those involved in a specific situation (Allen, Porter, McFarland,
Boykin, & Marsh, 2007; Pokhel, Sussman, Black, & Sun, 2010).
The presence of bullying in schools is a clear example of these relationships that can sometimes become negative
experiences for those involved in them. In this regard, Stephenson & Smith (2008) define bullying as a situation
in which an individual or group of students intentionally harass a classmate or group of classmates. This
phenomenon is characterized by: a) there is a clear difference in power between the aggressor and the victim, b)
there is an express intent to inflict physical and/or emotional pain, c) repetitive character and d) has a relational
nature (Goossens, Olthof, & Delkker, 2006; Olweus, 1993).
This problem of violence brings associated negative consequences for everyone involved because it has been
found that victims may present difficulties in school performance and its social-emotional development, which
can damage their own image, and that even in extreme cases, can lead to suicide (Coloroso, 2004; O’Brennan,
Bradshaw, & Sawyer, 2009). Therefore, during their youth and adult life, aggressors present antisocial behavior
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in their interpersonal relationships, substance abuse, difficulty assuming responsibilities, and even psychiatric
disorders (Pearce, 2008; Pepler, Jiang, Craig, & Connolly, 2008).
The increase in the accessibility and use of Technologies in Information and Communication (TIC) has led to the
emergence of a new expression of violence among peers identified as cyberbullying, which is defined as an
intentional aggression by a group or an individual to another or others, using for this purpose some technological
means of communication (Kessel, O’Donnell, Stueve, & Coulter, 2012; Solberg, Olweus, & Endresen, 2007;
William & Guerra, 2007; Willard, 2005). This type of aggression constitutes a type of violence that for being
indirect is no less harmful because it has been associated with problems in victims such as: low interest in
attending school, loss of concentration in class, absenteeism, emotional difficulties and in generally high levels
of stress (Kessel et al., 2012; Li, 2007; García et al., 2012; Sléglova & Cerná, 2011).
The results of several studies allow to affirm that cyberbullying affects a significant number of students in
various regions of the world with percentages being reported ranging from 10% to 27% (Beran & Li, 2007;
Buelga, Cava, & Musitu, 2010; Del Rey, Elipe, & Ortega, 2012; Slonje & Smith, 2008). This phenomenon has
been also found in Mexico with percentages ranging from 7% to 20% in various studies (Del Río, Bringue,
Sádaba, & González, 2009; Lucio, 2009; Vega, González, & Quintero, 2013; Velázquez, 2009).
Although cyberbullying shares several features with the traditional bullying, it also differs in essential aspects
such as greater anonymity by the aggressor and a much larger audience of viewers (Del Rey et al., 2012). These
similarities and differences between both types of bullying have led to generate a research line in the field, which
seeks to establish the relationship of cyberbullying with various forms of the traditional bullying (Erentaité,
Bergman, & Zukauskiere, 2012; García et al., 2012; Jose, Kljakovic, Scheib, & Notter, 2011; Junoven & Gross,
2008; Perren & Gutzwiller-Helfenfinger, 2012; Slonje & Smith, 2008).
Studies on the relationship between the two forms of expression of violence among peers, share the
characteristics of both, the traditional bullying and the cyberbullying. The results of these studies show the
existence of common features in the roles played by both, victims and aggressors, in both types of bullying.
However, there is no agreement regarding the magnitude of this relationship, because while some authors refer
to it as high (Campbell, 2005; Junoven & Gross, 2008), others refer to it as moderate, or even low (Erentaité et
al., 2012; Hemphill et al., 2012).
In particular, with regard to the relationship of cyberbullying with bullying, findings shown a relationship
between: a) being an aggressor in bullying and carry out attacks in the cyberspace (Li, 2007; Perren &
Gutzwiller-Helfenfinger, 2012); b) be victims of bullying and perform cyberbullying (Erentaité et al., 2012; Jose
et al., 2011; Tokunaga, 2010); and c) be a victim of bullying and suffer cyberbullying (Brighi, Guarini, Melotti,
Galli, & Genta, 2012; Jose et al., 2011). The complexity of the relationships between the roles in both groups of
behaviors implies the existence of different mechanisms from which it can be expressed the relationship between
both phenomena.
1.1 Formulation of Hypotheses
In the above context, the study aimed to describe the frequency by which the different types of cyberbullying are
presented in Mexican high school students, as well as the technological resources that are used to such behaviors.
It also sought to provide elements for understanding the relationship between bullying and cyberbullying,
establishing to what extent bullying reports of aggression and victimization may explain the variance in the
cyberbullying reports. For this, the present work was based on the following hypotheses:
First hypothesis: There are significant differences in the intensity with which students report doing different
types of cyberbullying.
Second hypothesis: There are significant differences in the intensity with which students use the various
technological means to conduct cyberbullying.
Third hypothesis: The roles of aggressor and victim in the traditional bullying, explain a significant part of the
variance of the cyberbullying reports.
2. Methodology
2.1 Participants
The population consisted of 1,000 students from four public high schools located in different educational areas
of a city in the northwest of Mexico. Of this total, 278 students were selected by a probabilistic sampling by
conglomerates. The determination of the size of the sample was based on a probability of success of 50% and a
confidence level of 95% (p=.50; q=.5).
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Of all participants, 80 (35%) were studying the second semester, 90 (39%) the fourth and 60 (26%) the last
semester (sixth). The average age was 16.8 years with a minimum of 15 and a maximum of 19 years, 46% were
female and 54% male.
2.2 Instruments
Characterization of cyberbullying. The questionnaire developed by Gradinger, Strohmeier and Spiel (2010) was
adapted, and some items assessing various types of cyberbullying were included taking in consideration the
classification proposed by Willard (2006). These are: a) Harassment, delivery and dissemination of offensive
messages; b) Persecution, sending threatening messages; c) Denigration, spreading of shameful rumors about the
victim; d) Invasion of privacy, spreading secrets or private images of the victim; e) Social exclusion, prevent the
victim to participate in network groups or remove it from them and f) Impersonate the identity, send malicious
messages posing as the victim.
The first section (six items) of the questionnaire inquired about the frequency with which students reported
having carried out various types of cyberbullying to their peers in the last month. The instrument was answered
using a Likert scale ranging from Never, Almost never (one to three times a month), Sometimes (four or five
times a month), Almost always (six to 10 times a month) and Always (more than 10 times). It was considered
that the answer ‘Almost Never’ implied a moderate cyberbullying and the answer ‘Sometimes’ was a severe
behavior (Smith et al., 2008). The reliability of the scores measured by Cronbach’s alpha was .84.
The second section (six items) of the questionnaire explored about the frequency with which students reported
using electronic means (Cell phone, Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, E-mail) for carrying out the cyberbullying.
This scale was answered using a Likert scale with five response options ranging from Never, Almost never,
Sometimes, Almost always and Always. The reliability of the scale scores measured by Cronbach’s alpha
was .85.
Characterization of bullying. Based on the tools developed by Del Rey & Ortega (2005) and Raviv et al. (2001),
a questionnaire to measure the frequency with which students reported making or receiving aggressive behaviors
toward peers during the last month was designed for this study. By means of nine items, the instrument assessed
various types of aggressions or victimizations. These are: a) Physical (three items), such as ‘Have you ever
beaten your peers?’ or ‘Have your peers beaten you?’; b) Social (three items), for example ‘Do you avoid some
peers join the games?’ or ‘Do peers avoid you joining the games?’ and c) Psychological (three items), as ‘You
threat your peers?’ or ‘Your peers threat you?’.
The responses used a Likert scale ranging from Never, Almost never (one or three times a month), Sometimes
(four to five times a month), Almost always (six to 10 times a month) and Always (more than 10 times). The
instrument showed reliability by Cronbach’s alpha of .88 for the aggressors scale and .85 for the victims.
2.3 Procedure
To obtain the data, permission was requested from the authorities of the four high schools as well as written
permission was requested from the students’ parents to allow them to participate in the research. Finally, after
explaining to the students the purpose of the study, they were asked for their voluntary participation,
guaranteeing the confidentiality of the information provided by them during the study.
3. Results
3.1 Types of Cyberbullying Reported by Students
It was observed that students report different types of cyberbullying to their peers at frequencies ranging between
3% and 16.2%. It should be noted that the highest percentages of cyberbullying behaviors were behaviors
manifesting denigration of the victim (16.2%) and harassment of the victim (16.1%). It was found that the
harassment was the type of cyberbullying that students reported to use more frequently in severe form (9.6%)
(see Table 1).
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Table 1. Distribution of the frequencies with which students reported doing different types of ciberbullying
Types of

Never

Cyberbullying

Almost never

Sometimes

Almost always

Always

f

%

f

%

f

%

f

%

f

%

x̅

ds

Harassment

233

83.9

18

6.5

16

5.7

7

2.6

4

1.3

1.8

.4

Social exclusion

242

87

27

9.6

6

2.2

1

.4

2

.8

1.5

.3

Invasion of privacy

268

96.5

4

1.3

6

2.2

0

0

0

0

1.2

.4

Persecution

262

94.5

6

2.1

6

2.1

3

.9

1

.4

1.3

.2

Denigration

232

83.8

32

11.4

10

3.5

3

.9

1

.4

1.7

.3

Impersonate the identity

269

97

4

1.3

4

1.3

1

.4

0

0

1.1

.3

Using a repeated measures ANOVA test, the student responses were compared with respect to the intensity of
the different types of cyberbullying. It was found the existance of significant differences in the frequency with
which students reported doing different types of cyberbullying (F = 6.634, p = .000). When using a Post Hoc test,
specifically the Bonferroni method, it was established that the means of the behaviors that implied denigration,
harassment and exclusion were reported significantly more strongly than the other types of cyberbullying.
3.2 Technological Means by Which Students Reported Perform Cyberbullying
It was observed that students report using various technological means to conduct cyberbullying behaviors. Also,
it was found that the most common mean for this type of behavior were social networks (see Table 2).
Table 2. Distribution of the frequencies with which students reported using technological means for performing
cyberbullying
Technological Means

Never

Almost never

Sometimes

Almost always

Always

f

%

f

%

f

%

f

%

f

%

x̅

ds

Cell phone

261

94

10

3.5

4

1.3

2

.8

1

.4

1.3

.2

YouTube

268

96.3

4

1.3

2

.8

2

.8

2

.8

1.1

.3

Facebook

229

82.5

32

11.4

10

3.5

6

2.2

1

.4

1.9

.3

Twitter

248

89.2

17

6.1

6

2.2

2

.8

5

1.7

1.6

.2

E-mail

265

95.1

3

1.1

3

1.1

4

1.3

1

.4

1.1

.4

Using a repeated measures ANOVA test, the intensities of the students’ responses were compared with respect to
the technological means used for cyberbullying. Significant differences were found in the frequency with which
students reported using various technological means for cyberbullying (F = 13.81; p =.000). Then using Post
Hoc tests, particularly the Bonferroni method, it was found that the means used more intensively to carry out this
type of behavior were social networks such as Facebook and Twitter, respectively.
3.3 Relationship between the Roles of Aggressor and Victim of Bullying and Cyberbullying Reports
The role of aggressor and cyberbullying reports. The existences of significant correlations of each of the
independent variables with respect to the dependent variable were confirmed (average of bullying reports in the
last month). It was observed that all independent variables obtained positive correlations (statistically significant)
with the dependent variable (see Table 3).
Table 3. Correlations between the role of aggressor in bullying and performing cyberbullying
Bullying

Physical

Psychological

Social

Cyberbullying

.566*

.535*

.540*

*p ≤ .05
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The assumption that the intensity of the different types of bullying are directly related with the levels of
frequencies with which cyberbullying is performed was proven (see Table 4).
Table 4. Results of the regression model for the role of aggressor
Model

Sum of squares

gl

F

p

Regression

17.92

3

56.63

.000

Residual

21.94

208

Total

39.87

211

p ≤ .05
The results showed that the frequency of cyberbullying is positively associated with the presence of different
types of bullying: physical, psychological and social. The R2 was .44, which implies that the three types of
bullying explained the 44% of the variance in the variance of cyberbullying reports (see Table 5).
Table 5. Variance explaining the different types of bullying from cyberbullying reports
Standardized

t

p

Confidence interval (95%)

Beta
Constant

Lower

Higher

4.304

.000

.167

.448

Psychological

.385

4.739

.000

.159

.279

Social

.204

3.025

.003

.201

.487

Physical

.168

2.170

.031

.116

.343

2

Note. R =.44; Durbin-Watson = 1.96; F = 56.34; p ≤ .05
The role of victim and cyberbullying reports. It was found that all independent variables showed positive
statistically significant correlations with the dependent variable (see Table 6).
Table 6. Correlations between victimization in bullying and the presence of cyberbullying reports
Bullying

Physical

Psychological

Social

Cyberbullying

.566*

.535*

.540*

*p ≤ .05
It was confirmed the hypothesis that the variables "bullying victimization" and "reports of aggression in
cyberbullying" are directly related (see Table 7).
Table 7. Results of the regression model for the role of victim
Model

Sum of squares

gl

F

p

Regression

14.31

3

38.84

.000

Residual

25.55

208

Total

39.86

211

p ≤ .05
The results showed that the frequency of the presence of cyberbullying is positively associated with the presence
of physical, psychological and/or social victimization. The R2 was .37, which implies that the three types of
victimization explained the 37% of the variance of the reports of frequencies of cyberbullying (see Table 8).
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Table 8. Variance explaining the different types of victimization from cyberbullying reports
Standardized

t

p

Confidence interval (95%)

Beta
Constant

Lower

Higher

4.753

.000

.216

.523

Psychological

.168

2.170

.031

.040

.269

Social

.347

2.919

.004

.061

.317

Physical

.244

5.172

.000

.202

.450

2

Note. R =.37; Durbin-Watson = 1.863; F = 38.84; p ≤ .05
4. Discussion and Conclusion
Regarding the first objective of the study, results are consistent with other investigations conducted in the
country in the sense of evidencing that cyberbullying is a phenomenon present within high schools in Mexico,
even though the percentage of students (16.2%) that was found involved in this behavior was lower than in
previous studies with reported percentages ranging from 20% to 30% (Lucio, 2009; Velázquez, 2009). This
difference between the results may be explained by the fact that in previous studies that research was conducted
with respect to reports of victimization, and in this study was made with regard to reports of aggressions.
Another interesting fact is that social networks were the most common medium used to carry out aggressions;
this is not consistent with the findings in other studies in the country in which is reported that the cell phone is
the most used for this type of behaviors (Del Río et al., 2009; García et al., 2012). However, the findings of this
study are consistent with those reported in other countries in terms of providing evidence of a high usage
frequency of social networks regarding the realization of cyberbullying (Grace & Skonic, 2013; Wheeler, 2011).
The above showed that alongside all the possibilities associated with technological resources for the
development of adolescents, there are also potential risks in their uses; one of which is precisely that they are
used as a means to carry out aggressions against peers. These facts present the necessity that in Mexico, just like
what happens in other countries, greater legislation is necessary to regulate the proper use of technological
resources, as well as sanctions which could be obtained by the improper use of these means; also is convenient to
develop actions in order to increase the awareness and skills in both, parents and teachers, to monitor the proper
use of these technological means by the youth (Paul, Smith, & Blumberg, 2012; Robinson, 2013; Rose, 2012;
Twersky, 2010).
Regarding the third purpose of the study to establish a relationship between traditional bullying and the presence
of aggressions in cyberspace, it was found that in bullying both, the role of aggressor and the victim, explain
significantly the presence of cyberbullying reports by high school students (Beran & Li, 2005; Chang et al., 2013;
Del Rey et al., 2012).
This shows that the positions of aggressor and victim in bullying constitute risk factors for the realization of
cyberbullying. In addition, it is evident that the relationship between both types of phenomena is complex in
nature, which implies that different psychological mechanisms may be involved.
Also, it was considered that the relationship between victimization in bullying and cyberbullying, can be
explained based on the theory of frustration-aggression developed by Dollard, Doob, Miller, Mowrer, & Sears
(1939), who states that consistent frustration leads to the expression of aggressive behaviors, a fact that has been
demonstrated in several studies (Degnan, Calkins, Keane, & Hill-Soderlund, 2008; Dill & Anderson, 1995;
Wai-Ming & Taki, 2007).
Moreover, it is contended that the association between the aggressor’s role in bullying and the reports of
aggressive behavior in cyberspace, provides evidence for the hypothesis that a significant number of the
aggressors in bullying show a high ability to understand the states of mind of others and use this information to
harm them (Gini, 2006; Sutton, Smith, & Swettenhan, 1999). This situation is particularly notable in indirect
forms of bullying, from which cyberbullying is part, because they involve a greater knowledge of the
weaknesses of the victims, same ones that can be used for aggression. The above suggests that the behavior of
some of the aggressors does not originate in an empathy poorly developed or social skills deficits, but in the
construction of a personal identity, where aggression constitutes a source that the person associates to
instrumental and social gains (Gini, 2006; Sijtsema, Veenstra, Lindenberg, & Salmivalli, 2009).
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Although previous findings require further research to support the hypotheses proposed, the feasibility of these
entails the necessity of establishing differentiated interventions with students involved in cyberbullying.
However, at least is possible to visualize two lines of action: the first addressed to managing frustration caused
by the victimization, this by developing pro-social skills as response; and the second intended for students, so
they can visualize new possibilities to build their identity besides that of generating a social climate in school
contexts where aggressive behaviors are rejected, and as a consequence, the instrumental and social costs
increase.
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